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Recently, malware disguised as Windows Help Files (CHM) have been widely distributed. 

AhnLab has been continuously analyzing the different malware types and sharing the data 

via ASEC blog. Windows Help Files are compiled HTML files that are used as guidelines for 

applications, such as for their instructions.

Distribution of CHM malware type using attachments in email was discovered earlier this 

year, and is continuously being discovered. When users execute the Help file, the malicious 

script existing in the HTML file within the Help file is executed. As actual Help appears 

during the process, it is difficult for users to realize that the files are malicious. 

There are two types of scripts executed by the Windows Help file (CHM). The first one 

executes CMD commands, and the second one executes or loads malicious executables by 

decompiling CHM files through the hh.exe process (a program for executing HTML Help 

files). As executables collect information of user PC and check the existence of an anti-

malware software, they do operate in environments installed with certain anti-malware 

products. 

This analysis report will examine three common types of CHM malware that are currently 

being distributed in South Korea. 

Malicious CHM Files Distributed in Three Types
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Operation Method

CHM (Microsoft Compiled HTML Help) is a Help file developed by Microsoft, and it is 

an HTML form that is compiled and compressed. Help files are used as Online Help for 

applications, education guides, and interactive books. Windows Help files (CHM) are 

executed using hh.exe (Microsoft® html help executable). 

The CHM file executed by hh.exe creates a Help window via the internal HTML files. HTML 

and image files are given upon decompressing the CHM file. HTML files may also include 

HTML tags and components, script languages (JS and VBS), and ActiveX controls. They 

allow users to use features such as images, sounds, and table of contents in the Help and 

add other commands, such as buttons for start windows, pop-up windows, and shortcuts. 

The files can also execute script codes, such as JavaScript with the <SCRIPT> tag among 

HTML tags, meaning that attackers can execute malicious commands. The following 

malicious CHM files discussed below use the shortcut button. A shortcut displays a button 

on the Help if it requires user inputs. When the script calls control instead of user inputs, 

the button can be hidden by an option.

Figure 1. Shortcut button code example
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Figure 1 is an example code for the shortcut button provided from the Microsoft webpage. 

The code designates the ID of the control instance as a shortcut and set the properties 

for the button below. It calls a command for the shortcut in the Command part and 

designates the path and parameter of the executable on Item1. The system variables are 

not supported on the file path.

Figure 2 shows the commands for decompiling and running certain files found in the 

HTML file within the malicious CHM file. Besides manually decompressing, you can get the 

internal files by using hh.exe. The hh.exe –decompile [folder path] [chm path] command 

allows the files to be decompressed in a certain folder. The <OBJECT> tag can execute 

command lines and certain files as well.

The malicious CHM files use these features to execute malicious files through malicious 

commands. For more information, refer to Microsoft Help.

In-depth Analysis of Common CHM Malware Types

Type 1: Compressed files attached to emails along with normal files

The first type of CHM malware distributes malicious files as compressed files attached to 

emails. The interesting thing is that the attached compressed files (Zip or RAR file format) 

may include a normal Word file apart from the malicious CHM file. 

Figure 2. Commands for decompressing and executing scripts
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The names of compressed files and internal CHM found suggest that the files are disguised 

in various subjects, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Names of files that are distributed

Names of Compressed Files Names of CHM Files

document.zip Nodejs for Game Server Development.chm

- User Guide.chm

wages.zip wages.chm

Contract paper.zip contract.chm

Data.zip Guide.chm

Document for court submission.zip asset.chm

Data.zip inherit.chm

Missing Coins Info.zip lost.chm

Wage Statement.rar salary.chm

Data.zip Default.chm

-
Product1.chm

Product2.chm

Emails that distribute the malware contain information that prompts users to open the 

compressed attachments.
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The compressed file attached to the email, as shown in Figure 4, contains another compressed 

file (RAR) and Word file. Both files have names related to the content of the email. 

Figure 3. Distributed email sample 1

Figure 4. Distributed email sample 2
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'Death of spouse and rights of inheritance.docx', which is the second file in Figure 5, 

a normal Word file that does not perform malicious behaviors. It appears the attacker 

included a normal file related to the email body message to make the malicious file seem 

less suspicious. The file contains legislation about the death of a spouse and rights of 

inheritance, along with an URL to the Korean Law Information Center, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Compressed file

Figure 6. Normal Word file
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Inside 'Inheritance of virtual assets.rar', which was the first file shown in Figure 5, is inherit.

chm. The CHM file performs actual malicious behaviors. When executed, it creates a 

normal Help screen.

The CHM file executes the cmd command while creating a Help screen, performing 

malicious behaviors, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. CHM file inside the RAR file

Figure 8. Help screen created upon executing Inherit.chm
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Decompressing the CHM file shows various files, such as HTM and CSS. Among the 

various files, the 'inherit.html' file contains the page code related to the Help screen that is 

displayed to the user. The last part of the html file code creates a shortcut object. 

Item1 of the object has the filename of the cmd that will be executed and its parameter 

value, as well as a bitmap image of the button. The created shortcut can be called by the 

Click method. This means that when the CHM file is executed, shortcut.Click(); included in 

the script code calls the created shortcut and automatically executes the designated cmd 

command. The shortcut button can be seen on the created Help screen. The malicious 

behaviors can also appear if the user clicks the button.

Figure 9. Operation Method of CHM Type 1

Figure 10. Internal code of inherit.html
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When the cmd command is executed, it creates the Document.dat file in the 

%USERPROFILE%\Links\ folder and saves Base64-encoded commands. It then decodes the 

data in Document.dat through the certutil –decode command and saves it as Document.

jse in the same folder. It also registers %USERPROFILE%\Links\Document.jse to the 

following RUN key, allowing the file to be continuously executed.

 • HKCU\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

The script that is ultimately executed upon running Document.jse is as follows.

The code accesses a certain URL using PowerShell to download an executable and 

executes it after saving it as csrss.exe in the %tmp% folder. The CHM file explained earlier 

does not download additional malicious files. But as the malicious file distributed in the 

same method performs malicious behaviors, such as keylogging and attempting to access 

Figure 11. Button seen from the Help screen

Figure 12. Malicious script code that is ultimately executed
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C2 (hxxps://medusabluetail.com/imageview.php), it can be assumed that the CHM file 

downloads an executable with similar features.

Type 2: Performing malicious behaviors using DLL hijacking method

As for the second type, the malicious CHM uses DLL hijacking techniques to target 

audiences, including administrators in national institutions and university professors.

One noticeable characteristic of this type is that it uses the DLL hijacking technique using 

CHM files. The technique is a vulnerability that occurs when loading DLLs upon executing 

normal programs. The malicious DLL created by the attacker is loaded instead of a normal 

DLL to perform malicious behaviors. Let’s take a closer look at the overall operation 

method of the second CHM type. 

Table 2. Names of distributed CHM files

Filename

National Convergence Network spare server maintenance.chm

KOREA ******** & ***** UNIVERSITY.chm

Attachment 1. Instruction on program for checking required time for full-time 
professors Ver 1.0(Korean).chm

***** Electronic Attendance-Webpage Professor-Manual Ver1.0.chm

****** Reading club manual(list)V1.2.chm

2022 first half evaluation system guidebook(E-book).chm

Contact Vol.22.chm
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Figures 13 and 14 show the code of the HTML file included in each malicious CHM file. 

The script includes the malicious command in the property range of a certain ID and 

executes it through the Click() function. The function exists within the script tag, so it is 

automatically executed even when the user does not click the button. As a result, two 

commands are executed. The first one decompiles the malicious CHM file that is currently 

executed through the hh.exe process. The second command executes normal programs 

that are created after the decompiling process. The malicious DLL that is also created 

Figure 13. HTML within the malicious CHM file (1)

Figure 14. HTML within the malicious CHM file (2)
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during this process is loaded through the DLL hijacking method to perform malicious 

behaviors. 

The names of normal programs and malicious DLL files used in DLL hijacking are as 

follows:

A normal image screen is created after both commands are executed, making it difficult 

for users to realize the malicious behaviors. The attacker also uses files that are used for 

images, creating sophisticated malware strains. Let's take a closer look at the features of 

the loaded malicious DLL file. 

Figure 15. Operation Method of CHM Type 2

Table 3. Names of files used in DLL hijacking

Names of normal programs DLL names used in DLL hijacking

Vias.exe quartz.dll

LBTWiz32.exe LBTServ.dll

ImagingDevices.exe sti.dll
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The loaded malicious DLL first checks the number of files in the TEMP folder. If there are 

less than 18 files, the process is terminated. If there are more than 18 files, the DLL will 

carry out malicious behaviors. The process is to check if the PC is being used by the user 

and if it is in a virtual environment.

The DLL also checks the names of processes that are currently executed. They are 

compared to the string "ImagingDevices.exe". It is the name of a normal program used for 

DLL hijacking. The process is likely to check if the malicious DLL is executed according to 

the attacker’s intention.

Figure 16. Checking the number of files within the TEMP directory

Figure 17. Checking the names of processes that are currently executed
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After checking the PC, the DLL performs actual malicious behaviors. It first registers the 

currently running program to the following RUN key so the malicious behaviors can 

continue.

 • SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows\\CurrentVersion\\Run

It then executes a malicious VBE file after creating it in the %TEMP% folder.

Figure 18. Registering RUN key

Figure 19. Decoded VBE - WMI query
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Figure 20. Decoded VBE - C2 information

Figure 21. Decoded VBE - Checking anti-malware

Figure 22. Decoded VBE - Running commands
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Figures 19 to 22 show parts of the code for the decoded VBE file. The decoded VBE is 

ReVBShell, which can perform additional malicious behaviors following the attacker's 

commands. It accesses C2 to receive commands and brings the information of anti-

malware installed on the PC through the WMI query. If an "ESET Security" string exists, it 

will not perform malicious behaviors. Table 4 shows the malicious behaviors that each 

command can perform.

AhnLab's ASD infrastructure also revealed malicious files in the infected PC that were 

additionally created. After a certain time had passed since ReVBShell was executed, the 

attacker created additional malicious files according to a log. Table 5 shows the names of 

the files.

Table 4. Malicious behaviors and commands that can be performed

Command Behavior Command Behavior

SYSINFO
Display system 
information

EXEC Run File

GETUID Display user ID SHELL Run cmd commands

IFCONFIG
Display network 
configuration

CD Change directory

INTERVAL Set interval WGET Download files (URL)

PS Display process list DOWNLOAD Download files (SERVER)

SLEEP SLEEP KILL End scripts
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Additionally created files are all disguised as normal programs. The list includes popular 

document editing and messenger programs used by Korean users. The files all go through 

the same process of running the internal data after decoding it. The decoded data fulfill 

different purposes for each file.

Table 5. Names of additionally created files

Filename Description

HimTraylcon.exe
Disguised as Hancom Office process (using 
lowercase L)

HNetComAgent.exe Disguised as Hancom Office process

KaKaoTalk.exe Disguised as KakaoTalk process

GoogleCrasHandler64.exe Disguised as Google process

Figure 23. Decoded HimTrayIcon.exe - Accessing C2
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"HimTrayIcon.exe" and "GoogleCrasHandler64.exe" are both backdoor types, performing 

the same function. They access C2 to receive commands from the attacker and perform 

various malicious behaviors after checking the data they’ve received. Depending on the 

commands, they can create, download, and run files. C2 exists in an encoded form. The 

decoded C2 is as follows:

 • formsgle.freedynamicdns[.]net:8080

Figure 24. Decoded HimTrayIcon.exe - Receiving commands
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Figure 25. Decoded KakaoTalk.exe - password dump tool

Figure 26. Decoded HNetComAgent.exe - keylogger
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The "KakaoTalk.exe" file was found to be BrowserPasswordDump, a password dump tool. 

"HNetComAgent.exe" is a keylogger that creates encoded keylog files in the "C:\Windows\

Tasks\current date.tmp" path. As such, this type of malicious CHM files can additionally 

create various types of malware upon infection. They may steal user information and cause 

additional damage using the stolen data.

Type 3: Creating and executing malicious executables inside the CHM file

The third type of CHM file creates and executes internal malicious executables upon being 

executed. The attacker distributed a malicious CHM file disguised as a quarantine notice 

for COVID positives. Below is the name of the file.

 • Filename: Notice for Infectee and Cohabitants (50).chm

Figure 27. Fake quarantine notice
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When the malicious file is executed, the notice shown in Figure 27 is created, making it 

difficult for users to realize that a malicious file has just been executed.

Also, because the shortened URL within the quarantine notice redirects to a normal 

website, as shown in Figure 28, it becomes more difficult for users to recognize the 

malicious behaviors. The process indicates how the attacker meticulously distributed the 

malware.

Figure 28. Redirected normal website
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The code of the HTML file included in the malicious CHM file contains a malicious script. 

It finds a component with the "tt" id property through the getElementById() function and 

uses the innerHTML() function to insert certain data to the component. 

The inserted data is an object with the id of "xx" and contains a malicious command. 

It decompiles the CHM file through the hh.exe process and creates files in the "c:\\

programdata\\chmtemp" folder. When the data is inserted, the malicious command is 

executed through the Click() function. The second command is executed using the same 

process. It executes the "chmext.exe" file created by the decompiling process. As this type 

Figure 29. HTML code inside the malicious CHM
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executes two commands through the Click() function and executes malicious files after 

decompiling the CHM file, it is similar to CHM Type 2.

When the chmext.exe file is executed, it checks the processes that are currently being 

executed for the existence of v3l4sp.exe. If the process v3l4sp.exe (V3 Lite) exists, the code 

will not perform additional malicious behaviors and terminates itself. 

As a result, there will be no additional malicious behavior for individual users using V3 Lite. 

However, that is not the case for company users. 

It creates IntelRST.exe in the %ProgramData%\Intel folder after checking the process and 

registers the created file to the following RUN key to make IntelRST.exe run continuously.

 • HKCU\SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows\\CurrentVersion\\Run

Figure 30. Operation Method of CHM Type 3

Figure 31. Code for checking AhnLab process
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Upon being executed, IntelRST.exe created from chmext.exe executes the following 

PowerShell command to register itself as an exception for scheduled and real-time scans 

of Windows Defender.

 •  cmd.exe /c powershell   -Command Add-MpPreference -ExclusionPath 

"%ProgramData%\Intel\IntelRST.exe"

It then accesses dl.dropboxusercontent[.]com/s/k288s9tu2o53v41/zs_url.txt?dl=0 to 

receive additional URL data.

After receiving additional URL data from the URL it accessed (see Figure 33), the malicious 

file sends the collected PC information to [received URL]/post.php (naveicoipc[.]tech/post.

php). The following table shows the information that is being sent.

Figure 32. URL additionally found

Table 6. Information sent

Parameter Name Parameter Value

uid 7qsRn3sZ_[User name]

avtype
Discovered anti-malware process

(Values from Table 7)

majorv OS major version

minorv OS minor version
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avtype displays the value for checking certain anti-malware processes, including AhnLab. 

The table below displays the meaning of each value.

After sending the collected data, it accesses naveicoipc[.]tech/7qsRn3sZ/7qsRn3sZ_

[user name]_/fecommand.acm to receive additional data and perform various malicious 

behaviors.

Conclusion

While there have been cases of malware strains using Windows Help files (CHM), recent cases 

show that various malware types are being distributed. CHM files that are currently being 

distributed to Korean users employ diverse topics depending on the target to carry out more 

advanced attacks. It is difficult for users to realize the malicious behaviors since a Help screen 

with normal images and text pops up when the malicious CHM files are executed.

The PC infected by the malicious CHM file had logs showing info-stealing and backdoor 

type malware strains being additionally created and executed. They may perform various 

malicious behaviors, such as executing malicious commands through backdoor and using 

stolen information to perform additional attacks.

As such, users should be cautious when opening emails and file attachments from 

unknown sources. Also, users should regularly scan their PCs and update their anti-

malware program, such as V3.

Table 7. Checking anti-malware processes

Value Meaning

1 N/A

2 v3l4sp.exe

3 AYAgent.aye
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